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ALIGHTED ON SEA RATHER THAN RISK CAPTURE

The crew of a Halifax bomber of an Australian squadron operating Room

England recently decided to risk coining down in the sea, rather than bade out

and be captured*

It was the crew’s first operation, and they were found next morning by the

Air-Sea Rescue Service.

The Halifax was already on its bombing run over the target when a fighter,

an Me * 110, attacked them with cannon fire. The main compass, the navigational

aids, and the wireless receiving set were severely damaged, and a shell pierced the

rear cockpit, missing the rear gunner hy inches.

His guns had failed, and he could not use them.

Blight Sergeant J.C. Bond, the pilot, of Newtown, New South Males, flew on,

and the target -was bombed. Then, twice within a few minutes, other fighters

attacked them. Warned in time hy the others, Bond was able to take successful

evasive action.

They set course then for home as best they could, -with most of their instruments

useless and their wireless defective. Soon, two more fighters took position to

attack, "but they were eluded.

Each evasive manoeuvre put the Halifax more off its course, and the coast did

not appear at the expected time. Suspecting that they were too far South, they

decided to fly due North, The wireless operator, Slight Sergeant B*L. Sheean, of

Cobden, Victoria, continued to send messages in the hope that they would he heard in

England.

When they were well out over the Channel, only a few minutes* petrol was left*

They decided to put the Halifax down in the sea*

It



It was a. clear night, with a ha,If-mo on marking a path of light

on the water*

Bond treated the reflected moonlight as a runway, and made an

excellent three-point "landing", but the whole tail section broke

off, the bomber tipped'forward, and the sea began to pour in

through the front escape-hatch*

The rubber dinghy inflated, but was floafing away, upside

down. Bond and the rear-gunner swam after it, righted it, and

brought it back.

Meanwhile, the bomb-aimer, 'with water up to his chest, was

having difficulty in getting out of the escape-hatch. Shecan, who

was already outside, climbed back and helped him out.

Bond collected all their emergency food and cigarettes, and

they paddled free of the wreck, which sank almost at once.

Unknown to them, the Air-Sea Rescue Service had heard She can 's

messages, and was already in action*

Soon after dawn, Spitfires passed above, and the crow fired

their coloured signal* The Spitfires began to circle#

The men had been in the dinghy only six hours when a Walrus

Amphibian alighted besice them, and took them aboard* With the

added weight, the Walrus could not take off, hut an Air-Sea Rescue

Service launch appeared, re-embarked them, and took them safely to

harbour#

Except that the Plight Engineer had suffered a slight nose injury,

all were unharmed*

Bond used to "be a clerk in a Sydney factory, and Sheean taught

at Sunshine State School, Victoria*
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